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Abstract
This paper describes the use of small-signal drain admittance measurements

to characterise the dynamic behaviour ofSOI MOSFETS. The techniques are used
to identify clearly and quantify the electrical and thermal internal feedback
mechanisms which give rise to anomalous time and frequency domain behaviour.

Introduction
The static electrical characteristics of SOI MOSFETs have been studied in some detail

with emphasis on such parasitic effects as drain current kink, bipolar snap and negative differ¬
ential resistance [1,2]. Recently, anomalous transient behaviour due to thermal time-constants
has been reported [3]. The small-signal behaviour has received less attention [4], but initial
studies have revealedanomalous frequency dependent drain conductance, often with singularities
at quite low frequencies. Both electrical and thermal feedback mechanisms are involved, and
the work presented here is aimed at identifying and quantifying them.

Thermal influence on drain conductance
Internal feedback due to self-heating is significant in SOI due to its poor thermal con¬

ductivity path away from the channel area. The saturated drain current characteristic often
exhibits a negative slope [2]. The main cause of this is a reduction in channel mobility due to
the local temperature rise (AT),

?MT = MJ1 + JT (i)

which translates directly into drain current in saturation.
Expanding binomially and differentiating with respect to
VDS yields the LF drain conductance contribution which
adds to all other contributions:

d ( kAT ^ Figure 1 Electrical equivalent
8DS ~ SDSO -3T7- -=r" (2) of thermal time constant

Thus when the thermal term is greater than the "pure" electrical term, g^, the net value
can indeed be negative. Since the device body has a finite volume and a high thermal resistance
path, this effect is also time dependent Recent reports indicate several time-constants [5], but
measurements indicate only one is significant for practical purposes [4], This mechanism may
be modelled by a simple RC circuit (figure 1), where Cj- is the thermal capacity, and RT is the
thermal resistance from the channel to "ground".
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Electrical feedback in partially depleted SOI
If the device is partially depleted, there is also a frequency dependent electrical feedback

mechanism. Figure 2 shows the electrical network controlling the drain admittance. Two effects
dominate the variations, which add and subtract from the simple channel shortening term g^.
At high drain voltages, the impact ionisation current (gb^V^) produces the well known kink
effect.

This current is low pass filtered
by the body-source capacitanceandthe
dynamic resistance of the source-body
diode (as in SOS [6]), resulting in a
reduction in the kink at high fre¬
quencies.

In saturation but below the onset
of the kink coupling to the body node
is still present via the drain-body
capacitance (CBD). Current injected
here thus modifies the body potential
and thus the channel admittance via the
body transconductance. The network
at the body node also makes this fre¬
quency dependent, which at high fre¬
quencies represents the channel
shortening plus an additional term:

drain 1

SbDsVDS

5 9 BS

Figure 2 Small signal network controlling drain
admittance (front gate gm not active)

SDSO êDSc+8mb Cdep + Cßp + CB, (3)
At low frequencies, the right hand term must be zero, leaving only the channel shortening

term; the transition between these two values with frequency yields a pole-zero response in the
frequency domain.

Small-signal measurement equipment
A PC controlled measurement system has been developed around an HP4145 andHP4192

network analyser, allowing combined analysis of both static and dynamic characteristics. Great
care was taken with signal routing and noise due to the small conductances in question.Measurements have been carried out in both FIPOS and SIMOX partially depleted technologies,
using a range of device geometries with and without body ties.

Results and discussion

Figure 3 shows typical drain current characteristics (at large negative bulk bias) with the
well known kink clearly visible. Plotting the drain conductance under the same bias conditions
(figure 4) over a range of frequencies (using the network analyser) shows that with increasing
frequency the kink is low-pass filtered.

Figure 5 is obtained by measuring the drain conductance in saturation just below the kink
for a range of frequencies and drain currents. Simple theory predicts a linear rise of g^ with
drain current. At lower frequencies one can see that the curve turns over and decreases indicating
thermal effects. There is also some grouping of responses at different frequencies.
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Better insight into these char¬
acteristics may be obtained by "sec¬
tioning" these data at various drain
current values (figure 6); two
time-constants can now be easily dis¬
tinguished. The pole and zero at high
frequencies can be seen to be
independent of bias conditions (al¬
though the absolute magnitudes do
vary). This is a very clear indication
that it represents the dominant low-
pass filtering (as in figure 1) of the
thermal feedback effect. The
numerical value of the time-constant
can be clearly identified in this way.
The pole and zero at lower frequencies
are dependent on bias conditions,
indicating a purely electrical origin,
and represents the change in the total
drain conductance due to electrical
feedback of the drain signal onto the
body node (3). This effect is controlled
by die body transconductance, and as
such is strongly determined by the
channel current The zero of this
doublet is seen to be at a very low
frequency (often in the range 10Hz
100Hz), significantly lower than in
SOS; this is probably due to lower
conductance of the body-source junc¬
tion under near zero-bias conditions, a
function of better epi quality.

Further verification of the ther¬
mal origin of the high frequency
pole-zero pair can be obtained from
similar measurements using devices
with a body tie connected to the source.
Thus any electrical coupling to the
body from the drain is short-circuited.
Figure 7 shows the saturated drain
current plot for a SIMOX device,
confirming that the origins of the kink
have been suppressed. Viewing these
data sectioned in the frequency domain
(figure 8), one can see that now there
is only one doublet. Further, this
doublet remains fixed in frequency
despite changes in operating current,
confirming the thermal origin.

VDSIV]

Figure 3 Static Drain Characteristic (FIPOS
W=10LI L=4u, VBS=-30V)

Drain Voltage [V]

Figure 4 Drain conductance characteristics over

frequency (FIPOS W=10n L=4^i, VBS=-30V).

Drain Current (mA)

Figure 5 Saturation drain conductance just below
kink vs ID over frequency (FIFOS W=10M< L=4|i,

VBS=-30V)

Extraction of device thermal model parameters
Considering figure 8 again, it is possible to identify two distinct levels in the conductance

above and below the doublet. The levels can easily be related to (2).
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Below the doublet, where the thermal feedback is evident, the data yields the value of gusin (2). Above the doublet, the second term is strongly attenuated by the filtering action of the
equivalent thermal network. One can directly extract the thermal resistance from these data. Bydefining

SDST 8DSO\
Ar
io

we obtain

To ID + Vogosr

(4)

(5)

Hence the thermal resistance
of the individual device is obtained
without recourse to special layout
structures. Results have been com¬
pared with data obtained by noise
thermometry [7] using identical
devices, with only around 10% dif¬
ference.

Conclusions
Small signal measurements of

SOI MOSFETs have been presented
which show how the internal device
time constants can be clearly identi¬
fied. Twoindependenttime constants
can be seen; a dominant thermal time
constant at high frequencies which is
not bias related, and a lower fre¬
quency electrical time constantwhich
can be seen to vary with operating
bias. Elimination of the electrical
feedback effects by means of a
grounded body tie confirms the
identification. Thethermal resistance
parameters may be extracted directly
form the measurements.
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Frequency [kHz]
Figure 6 Sections through figure 5: drain conduct¬
ance vs frequency (FIFOS W=10|l L=4|i, VBS=-

30V).

Drain Voltage M
Figure 7 Drain conductance characteristic over fre¬
quency ofSOI MOSFET with source connected
body-tie (SIMOXW=2(Hi L=3¿i,VBS=0V)

Frequency [kHz]
Figure 8 Sections through figure 7: drain conduct¬
ance vs frequency (Body-tied SIMOX W=20^

L=3^ VBS=0V)
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